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The Putter Stand – Keeping your Grips Dry
Tired of wet, grassy grips? Ready to extend the life of your grips? Sick of big
bulky attachments?
Do you ever golf in the early morning when the greens are still wet with the
morning dew? It is one of the best times to golf, except when you end up short of
the green and you need to bring two clubs with you. So, what do you do with
your putter while you are chipping, and what do you do with your wedge, while
you are putting? You don’t want those grips to get WET!! Do you stick a tee or
divot repair tool in the ground, assuming you haven’t forgotten them in your bag?
What a hassle to reach into your pocket, find the tool of choice, bend over, place
it in the ground, and then hope you can balance your club on it!
Imagine if you can take care of all of that with the flip of your thumb! With a
Putter Stand on your putter and a Wedge Stand on all your wedges, life gets a lot
easier. The Putter Stand and Wedge Stand are designed to have a low profile fit
to your clubs so they are barely noticeable and out of the way in the closed
position. Flip them open and you have a kickstand for your club! The Putter Stand
also comes with a ball marker (magnetically held in place)… one less thing you
need to carry in your pocket!
Developed by two golfers, Hayes Freeman and Daniel Poston, the Putter Stand is
available in 2 different sizes that fit almost any size and style grip. The avid
golfers established HD Products and expanded the product line to include the
Wedge Stand, which will fit almost any club in your bag. The Putter Stand and
Wedge Stand are MADE IN THE U.S.A. and manufactured in Plainfield, Illinois.

Made from an engineering grade plastic, these products are durable while still
being light weight, giving you a light weight, long lasting product.
The Putter Stand and Wedge Stand make the perfect individual or corporate gift
and are ideal as a tee prize, tournament favor, or goody bag gift.
Putter Stands and Wedge Stands are available online at www.HDProductsinc.com

Additional Short plugs
A KICKSTAND for your putter!
With the flip of your thumb, the putter stand is ready to keep your grip off the ground.
Keep your grip dry!
Now your putter has a built in Kickstand.
Tired of wet and grassy grips?
Install the Putter stand, no more wet grips!
Feel the flip!
Spare your grip!
The Putter Stand will keep your grip off the ground.
Magnetic ball marker included.
Does the golfer in your life have everything?
Check out the Putter Stand.
It keeps your grip dry.
Magnetic ball marker built in!

